Thre a t In te llig en ce Realized.

Threat Research & Analysis

Quickly Find and Understand Threats
that Matter Most
Benefits

Your organization has a solid team and the right tools to protect against cyber threats

• Significantly improves security
posture.
• Enhances productivity and
effectiveness of in-house threat
hunters and analysts.
• Increases organization’s ability
to handle massive threat intel
data inflows.
• Increases threat mitigation

and attacks. It’s a combination that has worked well thus far.

But explosive growth in the numbers and types of threats is making it increasingly

difficult for your cybersecurity team to keep up. If threat intelligence isn’t analyzed

quickly or thoroughly enough, a major, successful attack on your organization could be
right around the corner.

To protect against growing threats, your organization needs better, smarter and faster
ways to process and analyze threat intelligence data.

Insights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation Platform delivers the next-

effectiveness.

generation threat intelligence handling capabilities your team needs. It provides

efficient and highly effective ways to identify and understand the threats that matter
most – the ones that are targeting your organization.

Key Features
• Threat analysis and threat actor
monitoring
• Threat investigation functions
and capabilities
• Knowledge base of threat
actors, TTPs and campaigns

With the IntSights Platform, your team gains clear visibility of the entire threat

landscape and the intelligent processing power needed to mitigate and counteract
threats – rapidly and completely.

or IOCs.
2. Real-time intelligence

• Expert analyst team on call

categorized and ranked by

• Dark web search engine

techniques, campaigns,

Threat Actor Monitoring &
Engagement
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1. Search threats by name

actor, groups, tools and
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and malware.

Dark Web Trend
Intelligence

Investigative Features

Access to Expert Analysts

For easy creation, initiation and

Customers have direct access

Built-in capabilities for watching

Easily monitor the latest trends

follow-through on customized

to IntSights’ dedicated and

and interacting with the online

with malware, campaigns,

investigations of specific threats

highly experienced team of

places where your cyber

TTPs, IOCs, and more.

and threat actors.

cyber threat and security

adversaries operate.

analysts.

Frequent headlines and innumerable industry reports
make it clear that the threat landscape confronting

organizations today is far larger, more complex and
1. & 2.

Quick and ease of access to detailed threat group and actor profiles, related IOCs,
preferred malware and industries of favor inform threat hunting and incident response.
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more dangerous than ever before. A direct result of this

growth is the massive amounts of threat intelligence now
available.

For many organizations, this glut of threat intelligence
has actually made it more difficult for cybersecurity

teams to do their jobs. Wading through vast amounts of

data and using outdated tools to try to find, analyze and
mitigate the threats that pose the greatest risks to their
organizations is no longer a viable strategy.

Organizations need smarter, better, and faster ways to
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handle this critical task. Their analysts and threat hunters
need the ability to monitor trends, correlate IOCs, spot
TTPs, actor pseudonyms, and other telltale signs of

stepped-up activities among threat actors. Organizations

also need proactive ways to engage known and emerging
threats to ensure timely and effective protection.
More efficient threat intelligence processing that

produces greater situational awareness and enables

more effective mitigation is precisely what the IntSights
Platform delivers. Following are some of its top threat
research and analysis features.

“

As far as which aspects of the Insights Platform are more valuable, my team is split on the question.
One camp says it’s the industrial-strength threat intel processing and analytics. But another camp
swears by IntSights’ analyst team, and how access to those experts really helps with threat takedowns. Fact is, I’m really happy with all of it.
Director, Cybersecurity Operations | Top five U.S. bank

Contact Us
To learn more about how tailored threat intelligence and the rest of IntSights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation

Platform can give you the focused, early warnings required to protect your organization and it’s brand, resources and people from
cyber attacks, call us today at +1 (800) 532-4671, email us at info@insights.com, or visit us on the web at www.intsights.com.

Request a Demo

Contact us today to schedule a personalized, 30-minute demonstration of the IntSights Platform.

About IntSights

CLICK HERE

IntSights is redefining cybersecurity with the industry’s first and only enterprise threat intelligence and mitigation platform that transforms tailored threat intelligence into automated
security operations. Our groundbreaking data-mining algorithms and unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities continuously monitor an enterprise’s external digital profile across the
surface, deep and dark web, categorize and analyze tens of thousands of threats, and automate the risk remediation lifecycle — streamlining workflows, maximizing resources and
securing business operations. This has made IntSights’ one of the fastest growing cybersecurity companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Boston, Tel Aviv, Amsterdam, New
York and Dallas and is backed by Glilot Capital Partners, Blumberg Capital, Blackstone and Wipro Ventures. © 2018. IntSights, Inc. All rights reserved.

